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ANTIQUATES – FINE & RARE BOOKS

MORE MEMOIRS OF AN AESTHETE
1)

ACTON, Harold. Memoirs of an Aesthete 1939-1969.
New York. The Viking Press, 1970. First American edition.
8vo. 318pp. Original publisher's black cloth-backed purple paper boards,
dustwrapper. A very good copy with only slightest of chipping to unclipped
dustwrapper. Presentation copy, inscribed to recto of FFEP; 'For Mason and
Florence / with all best wishes for / Christmas and the New Year / ever
affectionately / Harold / 19 December 1973.'
The second volume of autobiography from novelist Harold Acton (19041994), titled More Memoirs of an Aesthete when released in Britain.
Mason Hammond (1903-2002), classical scholar at Harvard University,
spouse of Florence Pierson (1909-1999). Hammond, a dedicated antiquary and
authority on Latin and the Roman Empire, published numerous historical
monographs and served with the MFAA or 'Monuments Men' during The
Second World War.
£ 350

2) ACTON, Harold. Old Lamps for New.
London. Metheun & Co. Ltd., 1965. First edition.
8vo. 301pp, [1]. Original publisher's tan cloth boards, lettered in gilt, without
dustwrapper. A near fine copy. Presentation copy, inscribed to recto of FFEP; 'For
Mason and Florence, / hoping to amuse you / on your voyage home / with love /
from Harold / 19 December 1973'.
The first edition of Harold Acton's (1904-1994) novel satirising contemporary art.
£ 100

ASSOCIATION COPY
3)

ARMSTRONG, Edmund J[ohn]. The life and letters of
Edmund J. Armstrong.
London. Longmans, Green, And Co., 1877. First edition.
8vo. xvii, 565pp, [3]. With half-title, a photographic portrait
frontispiece, an additional engraved title, and a terminal
advertisement leaf. Original publisher's green cloth, lettered in
gilt. Slightest of rubbing. Internally clean and crisp. Presentation
copy, inscribed in ink to half-title; 'Marie E. Wrixon / from /
George F. Armstrong / September, 1878'.
An association copy of the hagiographic biography of Irish poet
Edmund John Armstrong (1841-1865), compiled by his
brother George Francis Armstrong (1845-1906). In 1879 the
latter Armstrong married Marie Elizabeth Wrixon to whom this
copy was presented, presumably as a gift during courtship.
COPAC records copies at four locations (BL, NLS, Oxford, and Sussex).
£ 100
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4) BENJAMIN, S[amuel] G[reene] W[heeler]. The Atlantic islands as
resorts of health and pleasure.
New York. Harper & Brothers, 1878. First edition.
Quarto. 274pp, [4]. With an engraved frontispiece, numerous engraved
illustrations in the text, and two terminal advertisement leaves. Original
publisher's burgundy pictorial cloth, gilt. Slight rubbing to spine. Internally clean
and crisp. Presentation copy, inscribed in ink to recto of FFEP; 'Eugene Cowles,
Esq. / with the compliments of / the author.' With the book-label of Eugene H.
Cowles (1855-1892) to FEP, and a tipped-in A.L.S. dated 'Sept., 29, 1878'
addressed to THE 'Editor of "Cleveland Leader"’, the news publication founded
by Cowles' abolitionist father Edwin (1825-1890), thanking him for his kind
review of the work.
A travelogue on the islands of the North Atlantic designed to meet the needs of a
then growing travelling public compiled by American Statesman and Minister to
Persia, Samuel Greene Wheeler Benjamin (1837-1914). The author selects
those resorts which 'are becoming more and more the resort of the invalid and
the pleasure seeker', these include the Bahamas, the Azores, the Channel Islands,
the Magdalen Islands, Madeira, Tenerife, Newfoundland, the Bermudas, and the
Isle of Wight. Benjamin is quick to state that his selections have been made
through diligent research and include no islands 'except such that are free from
visitations of yellow fever or persistent malarial and zymotic epidemics.'
£ 350

5)

BERENSON, Bernard. Bibliografia di Bernard Berenson.
Milano. Electa Editrice, 1955. First edition, number 732 of 1000 copies.
Quarto. 74pp, [4]. Illustrated with numerous tipped-in facsimilies. Original
publisher's salmon pink limp paper boards. A near fine copy. Presentation
copy, inscribed to recto of FFEP; 'With love to the / Hammonds / B. B. / I
Tatti / Nov. 13 / 56'.
The first edition, limited to 1000 copies, of the bibliography of American art
historian Bernard Berenson (1865-1959).
Mason Hammond (1903-2002), classical scholar at Harvard University,
spouse of Florence Pierson (1909-1999). Hammond, a dedicated antiquary
and authority on Latin and the Roman Empire, published numerous historical
monographs and served with the MFAA or 'Monuments Men' during The
Second World War.
£ 300

6)

BERENSON, Bernard. The Berenson Archive. An Inventory of Correspondence compiled by Nicky Mariano on the
centenary of the birth of Bernard Berenson 1865-1959.
Cambridge, Massachusetts. Harvard University Press, 1965. First edition.
8vo. xii, 122pp. Original publisher's green cloth, lettered in gilt, drab paper slipcase. Light rubbing to extremities, spine sunned.
Internally immaculate. From the library of Mason Hammond, with his ownership inscription to blank fly-leaf alongside tipped-in
presentation slip of the Biblioteca Berenson, the Harvard University Center for Italian Renaissance Studies.
The first edition of the correspondences of American art historian Bernard Berenson (1865-1959) whilst residing at Villa I Tatti,
Florence (Later the Harvard Center for Italian Renaissance Studies).
£ 75
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7)

BERENSON, Bernard. Aesthetics and history in the visual
arts.
New York. Pantheon, 1948. First edition.
8vo. 260pp. With 24 monochrome photographic illustrations,
publisher's advertisement leaflet loosely inserted. Original
publisher's grey cloth, pictorial dustwrapper. Very minor wear
to extremities, slight marking and some chipping and tearing
to dustwrapper. Internally immaculate. Presentation copy,
inscribed to recto of FFEP; 'Mason Hammond / from
Bernard Berenson / October, 1948'.
A presentation copy of the first edition of American art historian Bernard Berenson's (1865-1959) treatise on the development
of aesthetics.
Mason Hammond (1903-2002), classical scholar at Harvard University. A dedicated antiquary and authority on Latin and the
Roman Empire, Hammond published numerous historical monographs and served with the MFAA or 'Monuments Men' during
The Second World War.
£ 250

8) BERENSON, Bernard. Sketch for a Self-Portrait.
London. Constable and Company, 1949. First edition.
8vo. 144pp. With half-title, and a photographic portrait frontispiece. Original
publisher's blue cloth, lettered in gilt, without dustwrapper. Minor wear to extremities.
Slight marking to frontispiece and title. Presentation copy, inscribed to recto of FFEP;
'To / Mason / with the affectionate / friendship / of / B. B. / I Tatti / July 6 / 1952'.
A presentation copy of the first edition of American art historian Bernard Berenson's
(1865-1959) autobiography.
Mason Hammond (1903-2002), classical scholar at Harvard University.
£ 100

9)

BERENSON, Bernard. L'arco di costantino o della decadenza della forma.
Milano. Electa Editrice, [1952]. First edition.
8vo. 74pp, [16]. With 80 monochrome photographic plates. Original publisher's grey paper boards, lettered in black,
dustwrapper. Upper board nearly detached, slight dust-soiling and chipping to dustwrapper. Upper hinge exposed, lightly
browned. Presentation copy, inscribed to recto of FFEP; 'To Mason Hammond / with the affectionate / friendship / of /
Bernard Berenson / (?) / Dec. 29 / 1952'.
A presentation copy of the first edition of American art historian Bernard Berenson's (1865-1959) analysis of the Arch of
Constantine, Rome.
£ 150
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10) BERENSON, Bernard. Lettere inedite di Gaetano Salvemini a Bernard e Mary Berenson a cura e con introduzione di Iris
Origo.
Firenze [i.e. Florence]. Le Monnier, 1982. First edition.
8vo. 170pp. Original publisher's printed paper wrappers. A trifle marked, horizontal incision to lower wrapper extending to final
two leaves of text - just clipping text but without loss. From the library of classical scholar, Mason Hammond and his spouse
Florence Pierson, with their ownership inscription alongside tipped-in calling card of Iris Origo signed 'With love from Iris'.
The correspondence of American art historian Bernard Berenson (1865-1959) and his wife Mary with Italian writer Gaetano
Salvemini (1873-1957), compiled by biographer, Dame Iris Margaret Origo, Marchesa of Val d'Orcia (1902-1988).
£ 50

11) BOWLES, William Lisle. Lessons in Criticism to william roscoe...in
answer to his letter to the reverend W. L. Bowles on the character and poetry of
pope...
London. Hurst, Robinson, and Co., 1826. First edition.
8vo. viii, xiv, [2], 175pp, [1]. Recent calf-backed plain paper boards, contrasting
morocco lettering-piece, gilt. Very minor wear to extremities. Title-page browned,
occasional creasing, lightly foxed. Presentation copy, inscribed in ink to head of
title; 'With the author's compliments'.
A defence by Anglican clergyman William Lisle Bowles (1762–1850) of criticisms
levelled by William Roscoe at his 1806 edition of the complete works of Alexander
Pope. Bowles had received a deal of negative critical appraisal prior to the
intervention of Roscoe, most notably in the form of a vehement attack by Byron.
The result being brief pamphlet war fought between Bowles and Roscoe, to which
this is the final contribution. Roscoe himself had been the recipient of equally
disparaging reviews from contemporary editors for his edition of Pope's works
printed in 1824, including accusations of plagiarism.
£ 250

12) BRITTON, John. A brief memoir of the life and
writings of John Britton.
London. Printed by J. Moyes, 1825. First edition.
8vo. 49pp, [3] ads. With a half-title and an engraved
portrait frontispiece. Handsomely bound in
contemporary blue half morocco, marbled boards,
gilt, T.E.G., decorated endpapers. Very minor rubbing
to extremities. Foxing to blank free endpapers and
prelims., offsetting to title, otherwise internally clean
and crisp. Privately printed presentation copy,
inscribed to half-title 'To Samuel Shaw Esq. as a
testimony of the author's esteem'.
A succinct autobiography of architectural writer and antiquary John Britton (1771-1857), originally composed to form the
preface for the third volume of his Beauties of Wiltshire (1825), subsequently issued separately for private distribution.
£ 300
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13) BROWNE, D[aniel] J[ay]. Letters from the Canary Islands.
Boston. George W. Light, 1834. First edition.
12mo. 140pp. With a lithographic frontispiece, an engraved map, and two woodcuts in
the text. Original publisher's green decorated cloth, recently rebacked to style. A trifle
rubbed. Light marginal damp-staining to frontispiece, ink-stamps of the New York
Academy of Sciences to title and p.74, else clean and crisp. Presentation copy,
inscribed to recto of FFEP; 'To / The New York Lyceum of Nat. History / with the
respects of / D. Jay Browne', with their ink-stamp to head of title.
A travelogue of the Canary Islands, primarily Tenerife, providing accounts of the
Spanish archipelago's history, geology, topography, zoology, meteorology, and social
condition. Browne provides detailed information on the hierarchies, education,
customs, and physical distinctions of the natives, occasionally in a less than broadminded manner; 'In taking a glance of the inhabitants of these islands, we view every
variety of feature and complexion, from the fair and well-formed European to the ugly
and filthy Hottentot, who vary in stature from the Lapland dwarf to the gigantic
Guanche'.
£ 350

14) BUCHANAN, Robert. North coast and other poems...Engraved
by the Brothers Dalziel.
London. George Routledge and Sons, 1868. First edition.
Quarto. xiv, [2], 250pp, [6]. With three terminal engraver's
advertisement leaves. With 53 illustrations engraved by the Dalziel
brothers. Finely bound in contemporary hard-grain red morocco,
ruled and lettered in gilt, A.E.G. Slightest of rubbing and marking.
Foxed throughout, ink inscription to FFEP; 'To Charles Gurden
Gent. on / his birthday July 5th 1868 / from his affectionate /
Daughter / Louisa Dalziel'.
A pleasing association copy of this lavishly illustrated first edition of
the verse of Scottish poet Robert Buchanan (1841-1901),
presented to Charles Gurden by his daughter Louisa Dalziel, wife of
Thomas Bolton Dalziel (1823-1906), one of the four brothers
Dalziel, perhaps best known for his illustrations of the works of
Dickens.
£ 200
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15) BURROWS, Montagu. The life of Edward Lord Hawke...with
some account of the origin of the English wars in the reign of George the
Second, and the state of the Royal Navy at that Period.
London. W. H. Allen & Co., 1883. First edition.
8vo. xii, 508pp. With an engraved portrait frontispiece. Original publisher's
blue cloth, gilt device and lettering. Rubbing and some soiling to
extremities, upper board weak at joint. Internally clean and crisp but for
sporadic spots of foxing. Presentation copy, inscribed in ink to verso of
FFEP, 'B. J. Browne and (?) Gardiner with love from the author' with the
later addition in pencil of 'by them given to John R. Jellicoe in memory of
June 1893'.
Edward Lord Hawke (1705-1781), an officer of the Royal Navy who rose
to become Admiral of the Fleet, and subsequently, First Lord of the
Admiralty. Hawke's victory at the Battle of Quiberon Bay during the Seven
Years' War prevented the planned invasion of Britain by French forces,
effectively removing said nation's channel fleet from the conflict. During
the latter part of his career Hawke instituted reforms to naval spending
and oversaw the mobilisation of the navy amidst the Falklands Crisis of
1770.
Montagu Burrows (1819-1906), British officer and historian. Having
served on anti-piracy patrols on the East Indies Station and received
decoration for his part in the bombardment of Acre in 1840, Burrows took
his leave to study at Oxford University. Following graduation Burrows
became the first Chichele Professor of Modern History, most likely being
the first to lecture on naval history at any university within Britain.
Admiral of the Fleet John Jellicoe (1859-1935) served with great
distinction within the Royal Navy, being primarily remembered for his
victory at the Battle of Jutland during the First World War - having been
promoted to command of the Grand Fleet by Winston Churchill.
£ 175

16) COGHILL, Nevill. The pardon of Piers Plowman.
London. Geoffrey Cumberlege, 1945. First edition.
Quarto. 57pp, [1]. Original publisher's printed paper wraps.
Extremities sunned and a trifle foxed with some chipping to wrap
edges. Internally clean and crisp. Presentation copy, signed by the
author to front cover 'Allardyce Nicoll from Nevill Coghill'.
An address by university teacher and theatre producer Nevill
Coghill (1899-1980) on the Middle English allegorical narrative
poem, Piers Plowman. Usually attributed to William Langland, the
work concerns the protagonists pursuit of a true Christian existence
from the perspective of medieval Catholicism. First delivered at the
Sir Israel Gollancz Memorial Lecture, and taken from the
proceedings of the British Academy volume XXXI, Coghill's treatise
analyses the composition of the two variations of the text, A and B,
and the points at which they both converge and divide.
Allardyce Nicole (1894-1976), renowned literary scholar and
lecturer in English and drama at both Kings College London and
Yale.
£ 50
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17) COLLINS, Robert. A short sketch of the life and writings of the late
joseph clarke...containing minute results of his private practice, extending over a
series of forty-four years, including three thousand eight hundred and seventyeight births.
London. Longman, Brown, Green, and Longmans, 1849. First edition.
8vo. 88pp. Original publisher's cloth-backed plain paper boards. Without cloth to
spine, some marking. Without FFEP, foxed. Presentation copy, inscribed to head
of title; 'With the author's compt. / To Dr. W. Fasque'.
A life of pioneering Irish obstetrician, and master of the Dublin Lying-in
Hospital, Joseph Clarke (1758-1834), compiled by his son-in-law, Robert
Collins (1801-1868) who would succeed Clarke in coordinating the hospital.
£ 150

NEW LANARK AND ORBISTON
18) CULLEN, Alex[ander]. Adventures in socialism: New
Lanark establishment and Orbiston Community.
Glasgow. John Smith and Son, Ltd., 1910. First edition.
8vo. xv, [1], 329pp, [1]. With half -title, four photogravure
plates, and a folding lithographic plan. Title in red and black.
Finely bound in contemporary red half-morocco, red cloth
boards, lettered in gilt, T.E.G. Minor wear to extremities.
Marbled endpapers, internally clean and crisp. Presentation
copy, ink inscription to half title; 'With the author's
compliments / Xmas. 1909 / Alex. Cullen'.
Adventures in Socialism presents a history of New Lanark, a
cotton mill village on the River Clyde, southeast of Glasgow,
founded in 1786 by David Dale. The industrial triumph of
New Lanark combined with the success of the surrounding
workers community, a milestone in the development of urban
planning, made the village an epitome of utopian socialism.
The author, Scottish architect Alexander Cullen (1856-1911),
continues to relate the history of the Orbiston Community, a
fleeting venture and social experiment founded, like New
Lanark, on the principles of reformer Robert Owen. The
Community consisted of a single stone building designed to
accommodate 1000 residents. The project failed after a single
year, in 1827.
£ 175
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19) [DENHAM, Lewis William]. Perpetua et felicitas: a rejected
seatonian.
Hitchin. Paternoster & Hales, 1898. First edition.
12mo. 14pp. Disbound. Slightest of dust-soiling to title-page, horizontal crease to
all leaves. Presentation copy, inscribed to head of drop-title; 'With best love from
/ The Author / (Hon Rev Lewis William / Denham. Aged 77. in / 1898.)
A seemingly unrecorded provincially published poem by Church of England
clergyman Lewis William Denham on the Passion of St. Perpetua, St. Felicitas, and
their companions; a verse that seemingly failed to garner acceptance into the
University of Cambridge Seatonian Prize, awarded annually to an outstanding
English poem on a sacred subject since 1750. The prize for 1898 would go to
George William Rowntree, Vicar of Wrawby, Lincolnshire.
£ 125

INSCRIBED TO WILLIAM SCROPE
20) DISRAELI, B[enjamin]. Coningsby; or, the new
generation.
London. Henry Colburn, 1844. First edition.
8vo. In three volumes. iv, 319, [1]; [2], 314; [2], 350pp.
Contemporary black half-morocco, buckram boards,
lettered and ruled in gilt, housed in grey card slipcase.
Extremities a trifle rubbed, upper joint of Vol. I splitting.
Very occasional light spotting and dog-earing. Presentation
copy, inscribed in ink to title-page of Vol. I; 'William
Scrope Esq. / with the kindest regards / of / the author /
May 10', with occasional pencil annotations and
underlinings in Scrope's hand.
The first edition of British author and politician Benjamin
Disraeli's (1804-1881) triple-decker novel, one of the most
politically sensational books of the early Victorian era, a
prelude to his socially reforming ministries, and the second
of a trilogy of works that include Sybil (1845) and Tancred
(1847). The novel, in which Disraeli portrays himself as the
character Sidonia, advocates a political creed combining
monarchy, Anglicanism, and social democracy, whilst
attacking the Whig principles of the middle and upper
classes and satirising several high-profile members of
London society. The work was an immediate success, with
all 1,000 copies of the first edition selling within a fortnight.
William Scrope (1772-1852), artist, classical scholar, and
celebrated sportsman, known for his The Art of Deerstalking
(1838) and Days and Nights of Salmon-Fishing in the Tweed
(1843). Scrope was the uncle of Disraeli's wife Mary Anne
(1792-1872).
£ 1,250
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21) EDLER, Karl Erdmann. Baldine And other Tales.
London. Richard Bentley and Son, 1886. First edition in English.
8vo. In two volumes. xliv, 289, [1]; [4], 291pp, [1]. With half-titles.
Titles in red and black. Contemporary green half-morocco,
marbled boards, lettered in gilt, T.E.G. Sunned, a trifle rubbed.
Marbled endpapers, blank fly-leaves toned, else internally clean and
crisp. Presentation copy, inscribed to half-title of Vol. I; 'To /
Malcolm Morris / with / The Translator's / affectionate regards /
Lytton. / Paris. 20. December. 1889.'
The first edition in English of German writer Karl Erdmann
Edler's (1844-1931) collected tales, translated by viceroy of India
and poet Edward Bulwer Lytton, Earl of Lytton (1831-1891).
£ 150

22) FENZI, Sebastiano. English and italian fugitive verses and translations.
Florence. Printed by Felix le Monnier, 1861. First edition.
8vo. iv, 145pp, [1]. Later buckram-backed marbled paper boards, with original publisher's printed paper wrappers bound-in.
Slight rubbing to extremities, spine sunned. Armorial bookplate to FEP of the Crawford Library with the motto 'Bibliotheca
Lindesiana', light marginal damp-staining, occasional spotting. Presentation copy, inscribed to upper wrapper; 'To Lord Lindsay /
trusting to his / kind indulgence S. Fenzi', head of the wrapper has been trimmed partially removing the date of presentation.
The first edition of selected verses by Italian poet and Anglophile, Sebastiano Fenzi (1822-1901). A privately printed, enlarged
edition appeared in 1870.
Alexander William Lindsay, 25th earl of Crawford (1812-1880), bibliophile whose library, the Bibliotheca Lindesiana, grew to
become one of the foremost private collections in Britain, containing in excess of 30,000 volumes.
COPAC records copies at only a single location (BL); OCLC adds no further elsewhere.
£ 350
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23) GORDON, Pryse L[ockhart]. Belgium and holland; with a sketch
of the revolution in the year 1830.
London. Smith, Elder, & Co,, 1834. First edition.
8vo. In two volumes. xii, 271, [1]; iv, 275pp. With a lithographic
frontispiece to each volume, and a further four lithographic plates. In
original publisher's decorated green cloth boards, printed paper
lettering-pieces. Extremities a trifle marked and bumped, slight
chipping to lettering-pieces. Contemporary armorial bookplates of
'Baron Northwick' to both FEPs, Lightly foxed, overall internally
clean and crisp. Presentation copy, ink inscription to FFEP of Vol. I;
'To the Right Honorable / Lord Northwick / from the author / 1st
January 1840 / Cheltenham. / Con / "Gratitudine Amicitzia [sic] /
ed Recordanza." / Pryse L. Gordon'.
The first edition of writer Pryse Lockhart Gordon's (1762-1845)
travelogue on Belgium and Holland, including a detailed account of
the causes and events of the 1830 Belgium Revolution which led to
the secession of the nation from the United Kingdom of the
Netherlands.
John Rushout, second Baron Northwick (1770-1859), art collector
and connoisseur who developed close relationships with many
eminent contemporaries including Sir William Hamilton, Edward
Gibbon, and Horatio Nelson. His friendship with Nelson would
result in Rushout being the first European to hear of the British
victory at the Battle of the Nile - news he received from the admiral
personally.
£ 325

24) GORE, Montague. Reflections on the present crisis.
London. Saunders and Otley, 1839. First edition.
8vo. [4], 47pp, [1]. With half-title. Stitched, as issued. Light dust-soiling to
half-title, occasional spots of foxing, a trifle creased. Presentation copy,
inscribed in ink to head of half-title; 'with the author's compts.'
A treatise, by politician Montague Gore (1800-1864), on the balance of
power both within the Houses of Parliament and across the British
Empire.

£ 75
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25) [GREEN, Charles Edward]. Lives in a lowland parish.
Edinburgh and Glasgow. John Menzies & Co., 1906. First
edition.
8vo. 118pp. With half-title. Original publisher's green
morocco-backed green cloth boards, lettered in gilt. Light
rubbed, spine slightly sunned. Small spot of soiling to
verso of half-title, lightly foxed. Presentation copy,
inscribed to blank fly-leaf; To / Mr. J. Hamilton Jameson
/ with kind regards / from the author's wife.'
The scarce first edition Scottish author Charles Edward Green's (1866-1920) first work, a collection of seven fictionalised
vignettes of characters living within a rural lowland village at the turn of the twentieth-century, including a minister, horse-dealer
and veterinarian.
COPAC records copies at four locations (BL, Cambridge, NLS, and Oxford).
£ 75

26) GURNEY, Joseph John. Sabbatical verses.
London. Published by J. and A. Arch, 1837. First edition.
8vo. [6], 58pp, [2]. Partially unopened in original publisher's navy cloth, printed
paper lettering-piece to upper board. A trifle rubbed, spine sunned, slight loss to
lettering-piece. Foxed throughout. Presentation copy, inscribed in ink to head of
title-page; 'Henry Birkbeck Jun. / with J. J. Guerney's dear love / Grove/8 1837'.
The sole edition of this collection of essays in verse on Christian doctrine by
religious prominent East Anglian Quaker writer Joseph John Gurney (17881847), brother of respected penal reformer and philanthropist Elizabeth Fry
(1780-1845).
£ 250

27) GURNEY, Joseph John. Hints on the portable evidence of Christianity.
London. John & Arthur Arch et al., 1832. Second edition.
12mo. [3], vi-viii, [1], iv, 183pp, [1]. Contents leaf misbound. Original publisher's
cloth, contrasting black morocco lettering-piece to upper board. A trifle rubbed,
spots of marking. Foxed, slight loss to RFEP. Presentation copy, inscribed to recto
of FFEP; 'Henry Birkbeck with / the author's kind regards / 6th month 9th / 1834'.
A treatise on Christian virtues and biblical interpretation by prominent East Anglian
Quaker writer Joseph John Gurney (1788-1847), brother of respected penal
reformer and philanthropist Elizabeth Fry (1780-1845).
£ 250
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INSCRIBED BY J. J. GURNEY
28) GURNEY, Priscilla. Memoir of the life and religious experience of Priscilla Hannah Gurney.
[Bristol]. [J. Chilcott], 1841. Second edition.
8vo. xxiii, [1], 156pp. With half-title. Original publisher's blind-tooled brown cloth, lettered in gilt. Spine and board edges heavily
sunned, spots of marking, bumped. Lightly foxed, ink spots and ownership inscription to half-title; 'P. N. & R. Edwards / (?)
Court / 1855'. Association copy, inscribed by the author’s cousin in ink the head of half-title; 'John Shipley / from his affect.
friend, / J. J. Gurney'.
The autobiography of Priscilla Hannah Gurney (1757-1828), edited by her friend Sarah Allen (1773-1850), and first printed in
1834. Having wrestled with her religious identity as a young woman it was not until Gurney devoured Robert Barclay's Apology
that she felt compelled to join with the Religious Society of Friends, becoming a Quaker minister in 1757. Her devotion made a
great impression on her cousin Elizabeth who would become a respected penal reformer and philanthropist following her
marriage and taking the name Fry.
Joseph John Gurney (1788-1847), banker and religious writer, brother of Elizabeth Fry (1780-1845).
Rare, with COPAC recording only two locations for this second edition (NLW, Society of Friends), and a single copy of the first
edition (Society of Friends).
£ 250

29) HAKE, Thomas Gordon. Maiden Ecstasy.
London. Chatto & Windus, 1880. First edition.
8vo. [8], 128, 8pp. With half-title and publisher's catalogue. Original publisher's black cloth, lettered and ruled in gilt. A trifle
rubbed, slight wear to spine, corners bumped. Decorated endpapers, internally clean and crisp. With a newspaper clipping and
two leaves from another collection of the author's work loosely inserted. Presentation copy, inscribed in ink to head of half-title;
'Thomas Bayne Esq. / with the author's kind regards’.
A first edition of the fifth collection of verse from physician and poet Thomas Gordon Hake (1809-1895). A majority of
Hake's poems were composed after he had reached the age of fifty, and rarely have they appeared as part of anthologies,
receiving little in the way of critical appraisal despite their accessibility and often socially conscious qualities. Hake is instead most
commonly remembered for his treatment of the delusions of Dante Gabriel Rossetti, for which the artist would show
appreciation by illustrating the cover design for Hake's first collection Parables and Tales (1872).
Thomas Bayne would contribute the entry on Thomas Gordon Hake for Poets and Poetry of the Century (Vol. IV, 1892), edited by
Alfred Henry Miles.
£ 50
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ONE OF 25 COPIES
30) [HALL, Peter]. Tekmeria metrika. Symptoms of rhyme, original and translated.
London. Printed by Thomas Davison, 1824. First edition.
Quarto. [4], 69pp, [1]. First two words of title transliterated from the Greek. Attractively bound in contemporary gilt-tooled
brown morocco, A.E.G. Rubbed, some surface loss to boards, a trifle marked and sunned. Lightly foxed. Presentation copy,
inscribed in ink to recto of blank flyleaf; 'W. G. Meredith Esqre. / with the author's best regards'.
A compilation of original and translated verse by Church of England clergyman Peter Hall (1803-1849), written shortly after
having matriculated from Brasenose College, Oxford. Only 25 copies were printed, a limitation confirmed in Hall's hand on the
preliminary blank.
COPAC records only a single copy (Oxford).
£ 250

31) HALL, S. C., Mrs. Midsummer eve: a
fairy tale of love.
London. Longman, Brown, Green, and Longmans, 1848.
First edition.
8vo. [8], 270pp. With half-title, an engraved
frontispiece, an engraved title-page, 11 engraved
plates, and numerous engraved illustrations in the
text. Contemporary dark green half-morocco,
green cloth boards, contrasting red morocco
lettering-piece, spine richly gilt. Rubbed, some
marking to boards. Armorial bookplate of 'Mervyn
Lloyd Peel' to FEP, with his ink ownership
inscription to verso of FFEP, very occasional
slight marginal soiling, lightly foxed. Presentation
copy, inscribed to recto of front blank fly-leaf; 'To
Lady Mervyn - / with the kind regards of the
author / & the best wishes of the season /
Christmas 1847 / Anna M. Hall / the (?)Rosesy'.
The first edition of this, richly illustrated, charming fairy tale for young children by Irish novelist Anna Maria Hall (1800-1881),
composed under her often used pseudonym 'Mrs. S. C. Hall'. Hall is primarily remembered for her tales of Ireland, drawn from
reminiscences of her childhood in the Emerald Isle.
Sir Mervyn Lloyd Peel (1856-1929), Conservative politician who held the offices of Deputy Lieutenant and Justice of the Peace.
£ 175
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32) HAMILTON, Sir William. Discussions on Philosophy and
Literature, Education and University Reform. Chiefly from the
Edinburgh Review; Corrected, Vindicated, Enlarged, In Notes
and Appendices.
Edinburgh. Longman, Brown, Green and Longmans, 1853. Second
edition, enlarged.
8vo. xii, 852pp. With errata leaf preceding p.1. Original
publisher's blindstamped cloth, by Edmonds and Remnants,
with their label to REP. Inscribed 'With the Author's
Compliments' to half-title, with 'Copy of the 1st Edition
received April 22, 1852' added in another hand. Lightly
rubbed, bumping to corners. Hinges starting. Damp-staining
to edge of text-block and occasionally to text, which
consequently also suffers from slight rippling.
Sir William Hamilton (1788-1856), Scottish metaphysical
philosopher. The enlarged second edition of the selected
Edinburgh Review articles of Hamilton contain extensive
articles on philosophy ('On the Philosophy of the
Unconditioned', 1829; 'Philosophy of Perception', 1830;
'Logic. The Recent English Treatises on that science', 1833
and 'Deaf and Dumb. History of their Instruction, in reference
to Dalgarno', 1839 amongst others) and education ('On the
Study of Mathematics, as an Exercise of the Mind', 1836; 'On
the Conditions of Classical Learning. Relative to the Defence
of Classical Education, by Professor Pillans', 1836; 'On the
State of the English Universities, with more especial Reference
to Oxford', 1831 and 'On the Right of Dissenters to
Admission into the English Universities', 1834).
£ 200

A FRENCH ETON
33) HAWTREY, Stephen. Reminiscences of a French Eton.
London. Printed by Mary S. Rickerby, 1867. Second edition.
12mo. [4], 79pp, [1]. Original publisher's gilt-stamped green
buckram. Slight rubbing to extremities. Upper hinge exposed,
occasional very light dust-soiling. Presentation copy, inscribed to
title; 'R. K. Phillipps / from his sincere / friend / the writer'.
A privately printed presentation copy of Reverend Stephen
Thomas Hawtrey's (1808-1886) analysis of the endowed public
schools of France, first printed in the same year as this second
edition.
£ 50
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34) HOPKINS, John Baker. Elvire: a reminiscence of Paris.
London. Arthur Hall, Virtue, and Co., 1855. First edition.
8vo. viii, 93pp. Original publisher's brown blind-tooled cloth, lettered
in gilt with gilt device to upper board. Some wear to extremities.
Sporadic foxing throughout. Recent armorial bookplate to FEP of
Cefntilla, the family seat of the Raglan Family, alongside the earlier
bookplate of Lord Raglan. Presentation copy, with a pencil
inscription from the author, and a tipped-in A.L.S., to recto of FFEP.
An ardent, and one suspects predominantly fictional, memoir by
English journalist John Baker Hopkins (1830-1888) of his doomed
romance with French debutante and beauty Elvire.
Following the death of Fitzroy James Henry Somerset, 1st Baron
Raglan (1788-1855), commander of allied forces during the Crimean
War whose failure to deliver orders of sufficient clarity led to the
fateful Charge of the Light Brigade at the Battle of Balaclava, 1,623 of
his friends, admirers, and comrades purchased the estate of Cefntilla
Court in Monmouthshire Wales, presenting the home to Richard
Somerset, 2nd Baron Raglan (1817-1884) and his heirs in
perpetuity as a memorial in remembrance of his father's contribution
to the British military.
Rare, with COPAC locating only three copies; BL, Cambridge, NLS.
£ 300

DONT HANG THEM
35) KENNEDY, John Pitt. Instruct; employ; don't hang them: or,
ireland tranquilized without soldiers, and enriched without english capital.
Containing observations on a few of the chief errors of irish government
and irish land proprietors, with the means of their correction practically
illustrated.
Londom. Printed for Thomas and William Boone...and J. Ridgway and Son, 1835.
First edition.
8vo. x, 166pp. With an engraved folding plate: 'Plan of classified cottages
to facilitate the establishment of reclaiming tenants upon the waste-lands
of Lough Ash'. Original publisher's light green cloth, printed paper
lettering-piece. Lighty rubbed and sunned, a little marking. Occasional
light damp-staining to lower margins. Presentation copy, inscribed to
verso of FFEP; 'To Captain MacPhail / from his old friend / J. P.
Kennedy'. Kennedy served as sub-inspector of the militia for the Ionian
Islands, as did MacPhail.
A treatise by army officer and engineer John Pitt Kennedy (1796-1879)
concerning suggested improvements to the agricultural infrastructure of
Ireland - born of his residence in Donegal. Kennedy, through practical
example, sought to remedy the deplorable state of the Irish peasants,
tirelessly devoting himself to teaching farmers the principles of
agriculture, and to setting the unemployed to cultivate wastelands. He
would later establish a national school, arranging practical agricultural
lessons on a model farm of a few acres, to great success.
£ 475
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36) KEYNES, John Maynard. A revision of the treaty: being a
sequel to the economic consequences of the peace.
London. Macmillan and Co., 1922. First edition.
8vo. viii, 223, [1], 6pp. With half-title and a terminal publisher's
catalogue. Original publisher's navy cloth, lettered in gilt. Without
dustwrapper. A trifle rubbed, damp-staining to foot of boards, faded
shelf -mark in correction fluid to spine. Slight marginal water-marking
to preliminaries, a little paper adhesion to title, else internally clean and
crisp. Presentation copy, with embossed stamp to that effect to title.
The first edition of this remarkably prescient work of John Maynard
Keynes (1883-1946), continuing on from his 1920 disquisition The
Economic Consequences of the Peace, wherein the economist analyses the
impact and of Treaty of Versailles and argues for a reduction in
German reparations, foreseeing the hyperinflation which would
debilitate the country in 1923.
£ 250

37) KINGSLEY, Rev. Charles. The limits of exact science as
applied to history. An Inaugural Lectures, delivered before the
university of cambridge.
Cambridge. Macmillan and Co., 1860. First edition.
8vo. [6], 72pp, 23pp of advertisements, [1]. Original publisher's
printed boards, spine restored. Rubbed, with loss to spine at
head, bumping to corners. Presentation copy, inscribed twice:
with 'From the author to Elizabeth Stisted, Eversley Augt.
12th 1861' to head of upper board, and 'Miss Stisted with the
Rev. Kingsley's kind regards, Eversley aug 12/61' to head of
half title.
Charles Kingsley (1819-75), Anglican clergyman and
historical novelist, was appointed the Regius professor of
modern history at Cambridge on the recommendation of the
prince consort - and outlined his theory of history in this
inaugural lecture. Despite flourishing largely outside of
academic life and generally failing to place history at the centre
of University studies, his lectures were popular.
£ 250
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TAUNTON THEATRE MANAGER’S VERSE
38) LEE, Henry. Poetic impressions. A Pocket Book, with scraps and
memorandums. Including the Washing Day, Ironing Day; Brewing Day; Quarter Day;
And Saturday.
London. Printed for Sherwood, Neely, and Jones, 1817. First edition.
12mo. [2], x, 187pp, [1]. With half-title. Uncut in original publisher's paper boards,
recently rebacked in brown paper. Slight tear to head of spine, a trifle marked. Lightly
foxed and dust-soiled, overall internally clean and crisp. Presentation copy, inscribed
to head of title-page; 'With the author's compts. to / Mr. Gould Read'.
A presentation copy of the collected verse of playwright, and manager of the Taunton
theatre circuit, Henry Lee (1765-1836). These poetical pieces, though not without a
certain charm and whimsy, fail to demonstrate great literary merit, and indeed were
not well received by The Monthly Review (Vol. 84, 1817) who stated; 'The wit and
wisdom of these 'Poetic Impressions' are nearly on a level. The former, indeed,
evaporates into smoke, and the latter subsides into lead'.
COPAC records a single copy (BL) in British libraries
£ 250

GERM THEORY
39) LISTER, Joseph. Introductory lecture delivered in the university
of edinburgh. November 8, 1869.
Edinburgh. Edmondston and Douglas, 1869. First edition.
8vo. 22pp. Original wraps, with title to upper wrap. A fine
presentation copy, with only slight marking, inscribed 'From the
author' to head of title.
Joseph Lister (1827-1912), English physician and founder of antiseptic surgery. After eight years as the Professor of Surgery at
Glasgow University, Lister left in 1869 to take up the professorship
of clinical surgery at Edinburgh.
This first lecture outlines his germ theory of putrefaction: 'the
germ-theory declares that the putrefaction of organic substances
under atmospheric influence is not effected, as used to be
supposed, by the oxygen of the air, but by living organisms
developed from germs floating in the atmosphere as constituents
of its dust'. Significant in itself as scientific theory, for Lister it was
of particular significance given that his antiseptic system of surgical
treatment aimed to avoid putrefaction by guarding against germs.
As this copy is of the same provenance as similar offprints and
pamphlets presented to Dr Lonsdale of Cumberland Infirmary, it is
likely that he was the recipient of this presentation copy.

£ 750
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40) LOUIS I OF BAVARIA. A translation
of walhalla's inmates described by lewis the first.
King of bavaria; together with a short description
of walhalla, and a plan of the interior arrangments,
by george everill.
Munich. George Franz, 1845. First edition in English.
12mo. xii, 217pp, [1]. With an engraved
frontispiece and a folding table. Partially unopened
in original publisher's green cloth-backed drab
paper boards, gilt. Rubbed, marking to boards,
surface loss to spine. Foxed throughout.
Presentation copy, inscribed to FFEP; 'Edw.
(?)Shersate Cole Esq. / from his friend / the
Translator'.
A Munich printing of the English translation of a
work composed by Ludwig I of Bavaria 'with the
view of elucidating the lives and peculiar merits of
the great men who have been thought worthy of a
place in Walhalla'. Succinct biographies of the 162
notable Germans honoured at Walhalla are
included, alongside a folding table describing the
hall itself.
COPAC records only two copies (BL and
Oxford).
£ 275

SEA VOYAGE CURE
41) MACLAREN, Roderick. On a long Sea voyage in Phthisis
Pulmonalis.
[s.i.]. [s.n.], [1871]. First offprint edition.
8vo. 10pp. Stitched, as issued. Some light marginal dust-soiling,
occasional spots of foxing. Presentation copy, inscribed in ink to head
of drop-title; 'With Dr. Maclaren's compts.', with annotation in the
same hand at foot; 'Reprinted from the Brit. [?] Med-Chir. Review.
Jan. 1871.'
A paper by surgeon to the Carlisle Dispensary, Roderick Maclaren, on
10 cases of tuberculosis which benefitted from a journey at sea.
£ 125
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AN ANTIPODEAN TUTU
42) MARSHALL, C. R. Transactions of the Royal
Society of Edinburgh. Vol. XLVII. - Part II. - (No. 13). The
pharmacological action of tutu, the toot plant of new zealand.
Edinburgh. Published by Robert Grant & Son, 1910.
Quarto. 287-316pp. Original publisher's printed paper wraps.
Very slight wear to extremiites. Internally clean and crisp.
Presentation copy, inscribed in ink to head of upper wrap; 'With
the author's compliments'.
An offprint from the transactions of the Edinburgh Royal
Society detailing the chemical properties of endemic New
Zealand Toot plants, the genus Coriaria, commonly referred to
by the Maori as Tutu. A majority of the varieties of these shrubs
and trees are poisonous, containing as they do the neurotoxin
Tutin. The paper is concerned primarily with the effects of this
poison on grazing livestock, as such detailed experiments are
conducted on a range of animals - including, naturally, Guineapigs.
£ 50

43) MASON, William. Carattaco poema drammatico scritto sul modello
della tragedia greca antica da guglielmo mason ec. ec. Dall' inglese recato
in verso italiano da t. j. mathias.
Napoli [i.e. Naples]. Da' Torchi di Agnelo Nobile, 1823.
8vo. xx, 133pp, [3]. Uncut in original publisher's printed paper wrappers.
Extremities dust-soiled and a trifle marked, loss to head and foot of
spine. Lightly foxed internally. Presentation copy, inscribed to head of
title by translator Thomas James Mathias; 'Dall' Autore'.
An Italian translation, executed by English satirist and scholar, Thomas
James Mathias (1753/4-1835), of poet William Mason's (1725-1797)
dramatic verse Caractacus (London, 1759).
£ 200
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44) MILTON, John. Licida di giovanni milton monodia per la morte
del naufragato eduardo king tradotta dall' inglese da t. j. mathias.
Londra. Presso T. Becket e G. Porter, 1812.
12mo. [8], viii, [3], 12-55pp, [3]. With half-title and a terminal
advertisement leaf. Uncut in original publisher's blue paper boards.
Extremities lightly soiled, chipping to spine with loss to head, only a
remnant of printed paper lettering-piece present. Recent ink
ownership inscription to FFEP, else internally clean and crisp.
Presentation copy, inscribed to head of title by translator Thomas
James Mathias; 'Dall' Autore'.
A translation into Italian, by English satirist and scholar Thomas
James Mathias (1753/4-1835), of poet John Milton's pastoral
elegy ‘Lycidas’; a work initially printed in 1638 as a part of a
collection of poems dedicated to the memory of the author's
Cambridge companion Edward King.
£ 250

45) [MITFORD, John Freeman, Baron
Redesdale]. Thoughts on the Catholic question.
London. Printed for J. Hatchard, 1807. First edition.
8vo. 49pp, [1]. Disbound. Light foxing and creasing in places, overall
clean and crisp. Presentation copy, inscribed to head of title; 'From
the author'.
Thoughts on the Catholic Question, published the year after Mitford
(1748-1830) was dismissed from his position as Lord Chancellor of
Ireland, presents a vitriolic polemic against Catholic Emancipation.
Notably Mitford does not attack Catholicism directly, rather he seeks
to persuade the reader that the hierarchy of the Roman Church ought
to be eliminated - and with that would crumble the cries for
emancipation, particularly in Ireland; 'and the Roman Catholic...will
find a freedom from the tyranny of his own priesthood which he has
never hitherto enjoyed', and 'will live in harmony with his Protestant
neighbour.'
£ 75
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46) PAINTIN, Harry. The oxford mercat.
[s.i.]. [s.n.], [s.d., 1923]. First offprint edition.
12mo. [2], 175-200pp. Interleaved throughout. Original publisher's navy cloth, lettered in gilt. Slightest of wear to extremities.
Light browning to endpapers, else internally clean and crisp. Presentation copy, inscribed to FEP; 'Frank Taylor Esq. / with the /
writers / Kind regards / July 1923', with the bookplate to FFEP of 'Burford Grammar School: The "Harry Paintin" Collection'.
The first offprint edition of antiquary Harry Paintin's (fl. 1910-29) succinct history of trade in the city of Oxford, originally
printed as a part of Falconer Madan's Oxford outside the guide-books (Oxford, 1923).
£ 50

INDIAN BUILT SHIPS IN THE ROYAL NAVY
47) PERING, Richard. A Reply to Some Strictures in the Quarterly Review, (No.
XIX.) On Indian-Built Ships; to which are Annexed, Economical recommendations for
Effectually Preserving the British Navy, on the Return of Peace, Whereby Millions of
Money May be Saved.....
Plymouth-Dock. Printed and Published By Congdon and Hearle, 1814. First Edition.
8vo. [4], 62pp. Recent paper boards. Presentation copy, with a slightly shaved inscription
'J.D. Thomson from the author', presumably John Deas Thomson (1763-1838),
Accountant-General to the Royal Navy. Title slightly soiled.
A scarce pamphlet applauding the workmanship of shipbuilders in the Royal Dockyards
and warning against the dangers of dry-rot and rotten tree-nails in the post-Napoleonic
naval landscape. Pering was an acknowledged authority on the materials of warship
construction and maintenance, and particularly rot and decay, as author of A Brief Inquiry
into the causes of Premature Decay in our Wooden Bulwarks (Plymouth Dock, 1812).
£ 200

48) [PHILLIPPS, Sir Thomas]. An Ancient Confirmation Deed, relating to
Certain Lands Formerly Possessed by the Abbey of Shaftesbury in the County Of
Dorset.
Evesham. Printed By J. Agg, 1818. First Edition.
Quarto. 42pp. Later two tone paper boards, paper lettering-piece to spine.
Presentation copy, inscribed 'Geo. Matcham Esq ex dono amici Editoris, Thomae
Phillipps de Middlehill 1856' to blank fly.
George Nelson Matcham (1789-1877), English lawyer and antiquary. The eldest son
of George Matcham and nephew of Admiral Lord Nelson (through his mother, nee
Catherine Nelson) was involved in the recording of Wiltshire local history and tributes
to his uncle, contributing to Hoare's Modern History of Wiltshire (London, 1822-42) and
publishing his own Notes and Character of Admiral Lord Nelson, in relation to the journal of
Mrs. St. George (London, 1861). His correspondence with the eminent collector and
bibliophile Sir Thomas Phillipps, who edited this collection of three deeds (that
mentioned in the title, along with two others relating to Worcestershire) and presented
this copy several decades after its production, is housed at the Bodleian (MSS
Phillipps-Robinson).
£ 325
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49) POPE-HENNESSY, James. West indian summer: a retrospect.
London. B. T. Batsford Ltd., 1943. First edition.
8vo. vii, [1], 117pp, [1]. With half-title, a colour frontispiece and 16 plates of
monochrome illustrations. Original publisher's green cloth, lettered in gilt, with
pictorial dustwrapper designed by Cecil Beaton. Foot of spine sunned, chipping to
wrapper edges, slight rubbing to joints, loss to foot of spine panel. Slight spotting to
FEP and half-title. Presentation copy, inscribed in ink to head of half-title; 'Evelyn
Wall - / (?), September 23, 1943. / James Pope-Hennessy'.
The third published work of travel writer James Pope-Henessy (1916-1974) detailing
the exploits of nine English travellers to the West Indies over a period of 300 years.
£ 50

50) PORTER, R. The pleasures of home, with other poems.
London. Baldwin, Cradock, and Joy et al., 1821. Second edition.
8vo. [4], ii, [2], 128pp. With an engraved frontispiece. Uncut in original
publisher's two-tone plain paper boards, printed paper lettering-piece. Spine a
trifle rubbed, light marking to boards, loss to lettering-piece. Lightly foxed.
Presentation copy, inscribed to recto of FFEP; 'Mr. Edwd. Brooks - / with R.
Porter's, christian regard, / Oct. 2 - 1821 -'.
A collection of Christian verse by R. Porter (fl. 1818-1821), including the
missionary themed poem 'On the rapid and joyful reception of the gospel, at
Sierra Leone', which includes the eminently contemporary lines; 'The Negro
found a Saviour's love, / The Negro heard of joys above, / And savage bosoms
naught could move, / Have pour'd a grateful song.'
COPAC records copies of this second edition at only two locations (BL,
Liverpool).
£ 250

51) PRINCE, C[harles] Leeson. Observations upon the topography and climate
of crowborough hill, sussex.
Lewes. Farncombe & Co., 1898. Second edition.
8vo. [2], 312pp. With an illustrated frontispiece and seven plates. Bound by Barber of
Lewes in contemporary half-vellum, marbled boards, contrasting red morocco letteringpieces. Extremities a trifle rubbed and soiled. Internally clean and crisp. Presentation
copy, ink inscription to FEP of; 'Capt. King / Isfield Place / with the author's kind
regards / 2 Oct 1898'.
A monograph on the annual climate of Crowborough Hill, Sussex, by Fellow of the
Royal Meteorological and Astronomical Societies, Charles Leeson Prince (1821-1899).
First printed in 1885, the work provides detailed statistical analysis of both temperature
and precipitation in the region, illustrated observations regarding the formation of snow
crystals, and a diverting catalogue of prognostications that may be made from the
behaviour of flora and fauna.
£ 75
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52) QUINTON, John Allan. Heaven's Antidote to The Curse of
Labour; or. The Temporal Advantages of the Sabbath, Considered in
Relation to the Working Classes. With Six Engraved By George Measom,
from Designs By Gilbert.
London. Partridge and Oakey, 1849. First Edition.
12mo. xxiii, [1], 141pp, [3]. Frontispiece and three further engraved
plates, two vignette engravings to text. Original publisher's blind-stamped
cloth, gilt. Some fading to spine.
Lord Dinorben's copy, with his bookplate to FEP and presentation
inscription to him by the author to presentation leaf. William Hughes,
1st Baron Dinorben (1767-1852), Welsh businessman and
philanthropist. Hughes inherited the Llysdulas estate, which included the
largest copper mine in Europe.
£ 100

53) RAWLINSON, Robert. Lectures, reports, letters, and papers on
sanitary questions.
London. P. S. King, 1876. First edition.
[4], 154pp. Presentation copy, inscribed to head of title-page; 'Edward
Williams / from the author'.
[Bound with:] RAWLINSON, Robert. Waterworks. Borough of
liverpool. Report on the proposed supply of water to liverpool, from
bala lake, in north wales. London. Waterlow & Sons, [1866]. Second
edition. 34pp. With a large engraved folding map.
8vo. Contemporary half-calf, marbled boards, contrasting black
morocco lettering-piece. Extremities heavily rubbed. Internally clean
and crisp.
Two works by engineer Robert Rawlinson (1810-1898), the first a
compilation of writings on sanitary engineering both civil and
domestic, the second a paper on the proposal to divert water from
Bala Lake, Wales, to supply the city of Liverpool.
£ 200
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54) [RAY, Prafulla Chandra]. India before and after the mutiny.
By an Indian student.
Edinburgh. Printed for the Author by E. & S. Livingstone, [1886]. First
edition.
12mo. viii, 9-130pp. With a tipped-in errata slip, and a tipped-in
presentation slip bearing the printed statement 'With the
Writer's / Best Compliments'. Original publisher's grey printed
paper wrappers. Slight wear and soiling to extremities. Internally
clean and crisp.
A rare survival of the first published work of Bengali chemist
Prafulla Chandra Ray (1861-1944). Written whilst still a
student of chemistry at Edinburgh University and dedicated to
his fellow students, Ray's treatise examines the state of the
Indian nation, both politically and socially, following the
rebellion of 1857. As well as assessing the comparative merits of
native and British rule, Ray provides an appendix - in the form
of an appeal to Sir Henry E. Roscoe - on the poverty of India
and the need for scientific and technical education across the
nation.
Scarce, with COPAC recording only three copies of this first
edition (Bristol, Edinburgh, Trinity College Dublin).
£ 250

55) REDI, Francesco. Bacco in toscana ditirambo di francesco
redi connote brevi scelte dell' autore.
Londra [i.e. London]. Presso T. Becket, 1804.
12mo. vii, [1], xliii, [1], 80pp, [4]. With half-title and a terminal
advertisement leaf. Uncut in original publisher's dark green paper
boards, printed paper lettering-piece. Rubbed, substantial loss to spine,
chipping and soiling to lettering-piece. Recent ink ownership inscription
to FFEP, light foxing to endpapers, else internally clean and crisp.
Presentation copy, inscribed to head of title by translator Thomas James
Mathias; 'Dall' Editore'.
A London printing, edited by English satirist and scholar Thomas
James Mathias (1753/4-1835), of Italian physician and poet
Francesco Redi's (1626-1697) most celebrated literary work, a
bacchanalian poem in praise of Tuscan wine.
£ 100
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56) [ROSCOE, Robert]. Chevy chase, a poem. Founded
on The Ancient Ballad. With other poems.
London. Printed for Cadell & Davies et al., 1820. First octavo
edition.
8vo. [3], vi-xii, 112pp. Without half-title. Contemporary
straight-grained green morocco tooled in gilt and blind,
recently rebacked with remnant of contemporary spine
laid-on. Boards a trifle rubbed and marked. Recent
marbled endpapers, slightest of spotting to title, overall
internally clean and crisp. Association copy, inscribed in
ink to recto of blank fly-leaf; 'Jane Eliz. Roscoe / from
her affct. brother / the author'.
The first octavo edition, the first quarto edition having
appeared in 1813, of Robert Roscoe's adaptation of the
traditional English hunting ballad, together with a
selection of his verse.
COPAC records copies of the octavo edition at three
locations (BL, NLS, and Oxford).
£ 250

57) ROSCOE, William. Occasional tracts relative to the war
between great britain and france, written and published at
different periods, from the year 1793, including brief
observations on the address to his majesty, proposed by
earl grey, in the house of lords, june 13, 1810.
London. Printed by J. M'Creery, for T. Cadell, and W. Davies,
1810. First edition.
8vo. vi, [2], xxi, [4], 26-336pp. With half-title. Bound by B.
Frye of Halifax in contemporary gilt-tooled diced calf,
recently rebacked and recornered, A.E.G. A trifle rubbed
and marked, some surface loss and cracking to lower
board. Marbled endpapers, lightly foxed. Presentation
copy, inscribed in ink to recto of blank fly-leaf; 'Mr. Wm.
Rathbone / from his friend / the author. / 31st Oct. 1810'.
William Rathbone (1787-1868), philanthropist whose
father, also William (1757-1809), had been a prominent
Liverpool merchant and close friend of William Roscoe
and an early supporter of his campaign calling for the
abolition of the slave trade.
£ 450
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58) ROSCOE, William. Considerations on the causes, objects and
consequences of the present war, and on the expediency, or the danger of
peace with france.
London. Printed By J. M'creery...for T. Cadell and W. Davies, 1808. Second edition.
8vo. iv, 135pp, [1]. Recent calf-backed plain paper boards, contrasting
morocco lettering-piece, gilt. Very minor wear to extremities. Title-page a trifle
toned, with ownership inscription of W. R. Hay to head, else internally clean
and crisp. Presentation copy, faint inscription 'From the author' to head of
title.
Roscoe's tract advocating a cessation of hostilities, and increased conciliatory
policies regarding political relations between England and France during the
Napoleonic Wars. As the pamphlet states; 'there is reason to hope that by a
seasonable and temperate exposition of the views of the two countries, the
foundation might be laid for that state of tranquillity which is so greatly the
interest of both.' Five editions appeared within a year, with this second
appearing in the same month as the first.
£ 250

IN ORIGINAL BOARDS
59) ROSE, William Stewart. Amadis De Gaul; A Poem in Three
Books; Freely Translated from the First Part of the French Version
of Nicolas De Heberay, Sieur Des Essars; with Notes.
London. Printed for T. Cadell and W. Davies, 1803. First Edition.
8vo. xxiii, [1], 198pp. Uncut, in original publisher's blue papercovered boards. Lightly rubbed, with cracking to upper joint and
bumping to cornesr. Presentation copy, from the author, inscribed
'With Mr Rose's Compliments' inscribed to verso of FFEP. From the
Encombe library of John Scott, 1st Earl of Eldon (1751-1838),
twice Lord Chancellor of England, with his inscription to title and
armorial bookplate to FEP.
William Stewart Rose (1775-1843), M.P. for Christchurch 17961800 and scholar of medieval romance.
£ 175
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60) SOWERBY, G[eorge] B[rettingham]. [Extracted from the
Linnean Society's journal - zoology, vol. xx.] Descriptions of fourteen new
species of shells.
[s.i]. [s.n.], c.1890. First offprint edition.
8vo. [1], 396-400pp. With a hand-coloured, engraved plate depicting 20 shell
types. Stitched in original publisher's plain pink paper wrappers. Dust-soiling
and some creasing to extremities. Final leaf and plate detached, else clean
and crisp. Presentation copy, inscribed in ink to head of upper cover; 'From
the author / Walter Crouch from G. B. Sowerby / Feb 1890'.
An extract from the journal of the Linnaean Society, first read on 20th
December 1888, providing succinct descriptions of 14 newly discovered
shell types by conchologist George Brettingham Sowerby III (1843-1921);
Like his father and grandfather before him, Sowerby produced his own
illustrations to accompany his works, he was however colour blind, and thus
his daughter often coloured the engravings on his behalf.
£ 100

61) SPENSER, Edmund. La mutabilita poema in due canti dall' inglese di
edmundo spenser recato in verso italiano detto ottava rima da tommaso
jacopo mathias.
Napoli [i.e. Naples]. Dalla Stamperia del Genio Tipografico, 1827.
8vo. [4], x, [2], 13-70pp, [2]. Uncut in original publisher's printed paper
wrappers. Slight chipping to foot of spine, foxed throughout, paper
strip affixed to head of title with 'Dall' Autore' penned in the hand of T.
J. Mathias.
A translation into Italian, executed by English satirist and scholar,
Thomas James Mathias (1753/4-1835), of English poet Edmund
Spenser's Two Cantos of Mutabilitie, a work first published posthumously
as an addendum to a 1609 printing of his The Faerie Queene.
£ 150
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LAWRENCE’S FEISAL
62) SPERLING, Grace Dickinson. Feisal the arabian.
Chicago, Illinois. Ralph Fletcher Seymout, 1933. First edition.
8vo. 65pp, [1]. With photographic portrait frontispiece. Original
red wrappers, gilt. Slightest of wear, a little loss to prelims, front
hinge exposed to FEP, else fine. Presentation copy, inscribed
'To Lillian Montgomery from Grace Dickinson Sperling with
kindest regards Mar 1 1939'.
An uncommon biography of Feisal published very soon after
his death, the writing of which 'sprang from the first
fragmentary notes written by T. E. Lawrence'.
£ 200

63) TARTT, W[illiam] M[acDowell]. Memoirs connected with the life and writings of pandolfo collenuccio da pesaro: with other
memoirs of the fifteenth century.
[Cheltenham]. [s.n.], 1868. First edition.
8vo. vi, 329, [5], 5pp, [1]. Engraved portrait frontispiece, Original publisher's plain paper boards, printed paper lettering-piece.
Extremities rubbed, marked, and water-stained, loss to lower portion of spine, chipping to lettering-piece. Foxed throughout.
Presentation copy, inscribed to FFEP; 'To his nephew / Samuel Carrington C. E. / with the author's kind regards / 8 October
1871'.
The sole edition, limited to 50 copies, of this compilation of extracts relating to the life and writings of Italian poet and humanist
Pandolfo Collenuccio (1444-1504).
COPAC records three copies (NLS, Oxford, and Society of Antiquaries of London).
£ 100
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64) TENNENT, Sir J. Emerson. The story of the guns.
London. Longman, Green, Longman, Roberts, & Green, 1864. First edition.
8vo. xxii, 364pp. With half-title, an engraved frontispiece, three plates, and numerous illustrations in the text. Original publisher's
green cloth, lettered in gilt. Slight wear to extremities. Hinges starting, loss to top corner of blank RFEP, bookplate of Lord
Raglan to FEP, recent armorial bookplate to recto of FFEP of Cefntilla, family seat of the Barons Raglan. Presentation copy,
inscribed in ink to half-title, 'Raglan (i.e. Richard Henry Somerset, 2nd Baron Raglan), From The Author'.
Sir James Emerson Tennent's (1804-1869) history of the development of firearms and ordnance in the British military forces.
The first part concerns the improvements made to the rifled musket under the Duke of Wellington after the Battle of Waterloo,
to the introduction of the Whitworth rifle following the Crimean War. The second part catalogues rifled ordnance from cast-iron
cannon to a detailed account of the trialling of the Whitworth Gun. The third and final part deals with experiments in the
construction of navies comprised solely of iron vessels and the merits of fitting them various forms of artillery, including the
much lauded Armstrong Gun.
Richard Henry Fitzroy Somerset, 2nd Baron Raglan (18171884), British Government Agent in Sri Lanka and latterly private
secretary to George V of Hanover. His father Fitzroy James
Henry Somerset, 1st Baron Raglan (1788-1855) led the allied
forces to victory over the Russian army at the battles of Alma and
Inkerman during the Crimean War; his failure to deliver orders of
sufficient clarity led to the fateful Charge of the Light Brigade at the
Battle of Balaclava. Following the death of Fitzroy Somerset 1,623
of his friends, admirers, and comrades purchased the estate of
Cefntilla Court in Monmouthshire Wales, presenting the home to
Richard Somerset and his heirs in perpetuity as a memorial in
remembrance of his father's contribution to the British military.
£ 250

TENNYSON IN SHORTHAND, INSCRIBED TO MILLAIS
65) [TENNYSON, Alfred Lord]. DOUGHTY, Arthur
G. The Idylls of the King...in shorthand.
Montreal. Dominion Illustrated Press, 1889.
Quarto. [6], 102ff. Printed on one side of leaf only. With an illustrated
frontispiece and six plates. Handsomely bound in contemporary red
morocco, contrasting red and black morocco lettering-pieces, gilt.
Spine a trifle rubbed, some marking to boards. Marbled endpapers,
light foxing throughout. Presentation copy, inscribed in ink to recto
of FFEP; 'Sir John E. Millais Bart: with the author's compts.
Montreal April 1890'.
A remarkable example of colonial shorthand printing, composed by
Canadian civil servant Arthur George Doughty (1860-1936) and
apparently presented to Pre-Raphaelite painter, John Everett Millais
(1829-1896).
£ 250
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SATIRISING AMERICAN CONTROVERSY
66) [TICKELL, Richard]. Anticipation: containing the substance of
His M---------y's most gracious speech to both H------s of P----l-----t, on the
opening of the approaching session, together with a full and authentic account
of the debate which will take place in the H----e of C------s, on the motion for
the address, and the amendment...
London. Printed for T. Becket, 1778. Ninth edition.
8vo. [3], iv-vi, [2], 74pp, [2]. Without half-title. With terminal advertisement leaf.
Contemporary gilt-tooled tree-calf, contrasting red morocco lettering-piece,
A.E.G. Some rubbing, upper joint split, lower board detached. Marbled
endpapers, internally clean and crisp, later ink ownership inscription to blank
fly-leaf; 'Rigby Wason / Middle Temple / January 19th 1822'. Presentation
copy, inscribed to verso of FFEP; 'from the author'.
The anonymous work of playwright Richard Tickell (1751-1793), Anticipation
satirises the parliamentary session due to be held on 26th November 1778.
Tickell was purportedly concerned about the pamphlet's reception until learning
that the house had been in hysterics when Member of Parliament Isaac Barre,
who had not read the work, employed phrases which had been attributed to
him in it. The Parliamentary History of England (1814) would however suggest that
this is erroneous, given Barre's speech as recorded in no way resembles the
fictional version. Tickell takes particular delight in mocking parliament's
dealings with America during the Revolutionary War and the continuing
controversy as to how the conflict ought to be handled. The work found
immense popularity, indeed the prince of Wales applauded Tickell's efforts nine editions appeared throughout 1778.
Peter Rigby Wason (1797-1875), Scottish barrister and Whig Member of
Parliament.
ESTC T89717. Sabin 95788.
£ 150

67) TURNER, Dawson. A synopsis of the british fuci.
London. Sold by J. White...and T. Longman and O. Rees. Printed by F. Bush,
Yarmouth, 1802. First edition.
12mo. In two volumes. xlvi, 189, [1]; [3], 194-400pp. Contemporary red
half-morocco, marbled boards, gilt. A trifle rubbed, spines darkened.
Marbled endpapers, armorial bookplates of 'Rev. I. G. Spurgeon' to FEPs,
short marginal tear to p.391-392, lightly browned. Presentation copy,
inscribed to head of both titles; 'I. G. Spurgeon from / the author'.
The first edition of banker and botanist Dawson Turner's (1775-1858) first
separately published work; a botanical study of costal algae, comprising full
and accurate descriptions for each species, together with critical remarks
regarding other works on the subject.
Of the recipient of this copy, Rev. I.G. Spurgeon, little is known; he appears
to have been a fellow East Anglian, book collector (indeed his name appears
in the subscription list of The Book of Gems, London, 1793) and sometime
vice-president of the Suffolk Humane Society.
£ 500
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FIRST MONOGRAPH ON IRISH MOSSES
68) TURNER, Dawson. Muscologiae hibernicae spicilegium.
Yermuthae, [i.e. Yarmouth]. J. Black. Sumptibus Auctoris, 1804. First edition.
8vo. [4], xi, [1], 200pp, xiv, With 16 hand-coloured engraved plates.
Contemporary red half-morocco, marbled boards, gilt. A trifle rubbed, boards
a little darkened, neat repair to head of spine. Marbled endpapers, armorial
bookplates of 'Rev. I. G. Spurgeon' to FEP. Presentation copy, inscribed 'A
present from the author to I.G. Spurgeon' to head of blank fly-leaf.
A presentation copy, in a uniform binding and with the same provenance as
the previous item, of the first significant monograph dealing exclusively with
Irish mosses. Turner is said to have printed only 350 copies.
£ 1,000

=

69) WIGRAM, Henry F. The story of Christchurch New
Zealand.
Christchurch. Printed and Published by The Lyttelton Times Co.,
Ltd., 1916. First edition.
8vo. [18], 269pp. With a monochrome photographic
frontispiece depicting John Robert Godley and 35 further
plates. Original publisher's green cloth with gilt title and
device. A near fine copy with only very minor wear to
extremities. Internally clean and crisp but for a little foxing to
blank endpapers. Presentation copy for Admiral John
Jellicoe, inscribed to half-title 'From the Author, 20 Sept.
1921', with 'Jellicoe' inscribed to FEP.
Henry Francis Wigram (1857-1934) is chiefly remembered
as being responsible for the development of the public
transport system of Christchurch, where he was Mayor; and
for establishing the Royal New Zealand Air Force.
Admiral of the Fleet John Jellicoe (1859-1935) served with
great distinction within the Royal Navy, being primarily
remembered for his victory at the Battle of Jutland during
the First World War - having been promoted to command of
the Grand Fleet by Winston Churchill.
£ 125
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CALCULATING MORTALITY
70) WILLICH, Charles M. Popular tables arranged in a new form, giving information at sight for ascertaining, according to the
carlisle table of mortality, the value of lifehold, leasehold, and church property, renewal fines, &c. the public funds, Annual
Average Price and Interest on Consuls from 1731 to 1851...
London. Longman, Brown, Green, and Longmans, 1853. Third edition.
xviii, [2], 165pp, [3].
[Bound with;] WILLICH, Charles M. Supplement to willich's popular tables. The new succession and legacy duty tables...
London. Longman, Brown, Green, and Longmans, 1854. [16]pp. With original publisher's green paper wrappers bound-in.
8vo. Original publisher's blind-stamped blue cloth, lettered in gilt, A.E.G. Slightest of rubbing to extremities. Internally clean and
crisp. Presentation copy, inscribed to recto of FFEP; 'To The Very Revd. The Dean of Ely / from the author', with later ink gift
inscription beneath.
A presentation copy of actuary Charles Madinger Willich's (d.1867) tables designed to assist in the calculation of insurance
premium payments and interest return; based upon the Carlisle mortality table compiled by Joshua Milne in 1815.
£ 125
- FINIS -
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